OMNI is kicking off 2009 with a double-barreled free* pizza party combined with twin presentations from IBM’s Allison Butterill.

3:30 Registration

4:00 IBM i Developers Road Atlas

The IBM i Developers Road Atlas continues to be a key initiative within the IBM i Team as well as the WebSphere and Rational business units. It is a map of options designed to review and position all the development technologies that are used by i developers of all persuasions. The Atlas will review three major paths, all having a common goal - the industry standard Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). The first path describes the incorporation of traditional application code, the second path reviews various languages and tools for developing new components and the last path shows how to populate business components with existing code from elsewhere. Since its introduction, the Road Atlas continues to be enhanced and extended based on feedback and industry experience. This presentation will focus on the most current version of the Road Atlas.

5:45 Pizza Party

6:00 Dessert and Omni Business Meeting

Continued next page…
January Dinner Meeting Continued…

6:15 Moving RPG to SOA: A Step by Step Approach

SOA is architecture. It has become an industry standard allowing business function to be located in the most appropriate place - distributing as business requirements dictate. It can be implemented using a variety of languages and a variety of techniques. Learn how to exploit the strengths of existing applications, while creating agile applications and positioning your business for the future. This session will demonstrate a step-by-step approach for taking existing applications and implement a Services Oriented Architecture.

* Yes, the pizza party is free to paid OMNI members. However, annual memberships begin in January, so you’ll have to renew yours when you register. Check out the details and get registered for this great meeting at http://omniuser.org

If you choose not to purchase an OMNI membership at this time, the meeting will be $20 if you register in advance or $25 at the door

Alison Butterill works on the Power Systems Software Team which has responsibility for all of the various software product offerings for IBM i, whether on the Power or Blades Servers. Her responsibilities include Application Development Offerings and other IBM i topics. Alison is an IBM Certified Consulting I/T Specialist; certified in Application Development, WebSphere and System i. In her present position, Alison is working with a variety of teams to develop strategic direction and offerings for developers on the IBM i. One of the IBM i strategic initiatives, the IBM i Developers Road Atlas is a key component of her current responsibilities.

Having worked in the mid-range area for more than 25 years, Alison has held a wide variety of positions at IBM, primarily with midrange servers and software. She has held a range of positions including field Systems Engineer, an instructor in Customer Technical Education, national support representative for IBM Canada, and Worldwide Technical Marketing support rep for the development tools and compilers from the IBM Toronto Laboratory.

Alison is a regular speaker to user groups, technical conferences, COMMON events and IBM customers in many countries around the world. She holds numerous Speaker Excellence medals from COMMON North America.
Ah-ha moment #9 – The Paperless Office

Imagine a paperless workplace where you can securely manage all your critical business information from anywhere, anytime.

- Go green
- Save money
- Increase productivity

WebDocs
www.rjssoftware.com/webdocs
1-877-RJS-1877

Software Wars

Empire Strikes Back

Free Software (Open Source)
GNU Linux
Debian GNU/Linux
GPL
Redhat Linux
GNOME
FreeBSD
NetBSD
OpenBSD
Port
Python
Apache

Empire of Microsoft

Net
Windows XP
Microsoft
.NET
MySQL
Internet Explorer
Windows XP
OSA
Sage
JRun
Java
aTomato
Sun
Netscape
Mozilla
HP UTX
HP
Linux
SUNNX
SGI
Inx
Solaris
IBM"
Have you checked out OMNI's website lately? If you have, you probably noticed the look of the website changing, bit by bit. I'm not sure how long the old zigzag pattern had been there, but I decided it was time for it to go. Whenever I talk to people about website design, usually the first thing I point out is that I'm not a graphic artist but I do tend to dabble. I stayed up way too late one Friday night in the fall and came up with the new OMNI website banner. If you look closely at the picture, you'll notice that not all of the towers in the Chicago skyline are skyscrapers. I was hoping to come up with an image that would in some way represent what OMNI is all about. I hope you enjoy the new look.

I have added CAPTCHA to some of our forms to help cut down on spam. I have some other changes for the website in mind. Some of them will be behind the scenes and help out with the administration. Some of the changes will help the website to be more dynamic and keep you in the loop on industry events. Make sure you visit the site from time to time to keep up with the latest at http://omniuser.org

Also, if you have any ideas that you'd like to see more questions or comments about the changes being made. Please feel free to send me an e-mail at kingsalomon@gmail.com.
RFID "Smart Labels"

Barcode 400
Labeling Software for the System i

- RFID Enabled
  The RFID addition makes it easy to print Smart Labels. Barcode400 customers can use many of their existing formats.
- Design and print labels in minutes.
  Create labels using data directly from your System i data base.
- Easily integrates with existing applications
  Call from existing RPG, COBOL, CLP programs.
- All data & software reside on the System i.
  Your data and software are contracted & secure.
- Compliance labels provided
  The comprehensive library of label templates available makes set up easy.
- Supply Chain Solution
  Barcode400 has been integrated with JDE, JBA, BPCS, MAPICS, MOVEK, PRMS, CMS to name a few.
- All major printer manufacturers supported
  Visit web site for complete list.

FREE
RFID Guide
www.tlashford.com

For more information:
800-541-4893

T.L. Ashford
Since 1983

©2005 T.L. Ashford. All trademarks, reserved to their respective companies.
The 2008 OMNI Board Of Directors

President               Tom Duncan       tduncan@collectionetc.com
Vice President          
Treasurer                Bill Parks       wparks@worldnet.att.net
Secretary                Ray Dutil        dutilr@gmail.com
Seminar VP               Mike Pavlak       Mike_Pavlak@tripplite.com
Web Master               Vince Salomon     kingsalomon@gmail.com
Advertising              Matt Gross        mgross@comcast.net
Communication Director  Jim Wazorick     jwwazorick@yahoo.com
Membership               Steve Dorfman     Steve.Dorfman@rcgit.com
Tech Conference Director Yvonne Enselman  yenselman@comcast.net
Past President           Sal Stangarone   sals@mrc-productivity.com
IBM Liaison              Joe Thompson      jwthomp@us.ibm.com
Advisory Member          Jerome Hughes    jromeh@comcast.net

The OMNI Newsletter is edited by Jim Wazorick. Comments, suggestions and contributions are welcomed at jwwazorick@yahoo.com

System i Events

Don't forget to keep Tuesday, February 24, 2009 free for the 21st annual OMNI Technical Conference at the Drury Lane on Oakbrook. Details available in the February newsletter and at http://omniuser.org